**CIT Infrastructure**

**Infrastructure Operations**
- **Brian Messenger**
  - Systems Admin.
    - Martin Berggren
    - Andrew Heath
    - Leigh O'Neil
    - Ken Pendell
    - Christina Seymour
    - Tom Walden
  - Production Operations Services
    - Amber Aiken
    - Christina Bucko
    - Greg Marvin
    - Carl Moravec
    - Theresa Norman
    - Maureen Quillinan
    - Mitch Collinsworth*

**Systems & Network Engineering**
- **Laurie Collinsworth**
  - Network Engineering
    - Scott Bradley
    - Eric Cronise
    - Dan Eckstrom
    - Kevin Feeney
    - Derek Rice
    - Javier Streb
  - DNS & Monitoring
    - Dean Eckstrom
    - Jim Yang
  - Voice Engineering
    - Tom Ball, Team Lead
    - Kathy Drake
    - Luigi Viscuso

* Works within Production group, but reports to Brian Messenger